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Presented as a courtesy 
of the 

The scannedretina.com; 
A Private Advocacy Membership Group, dedicated to 

Securing
Lawful Constitutional Compliance for all Americans.

 

Editor:  Arnie Rosner
A sovereign American. A Californian 

and 
NOT a U.S. Citizen
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714-964-4056
arnie@arnierosner.com
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On Oct 10, 2018, at 8:43 AM, Nick Jesson <nickjesson@aol.com> wrote:

               Good morning Arnie, feel free to post it. The more truth
that is told the better understanding the American people will
have of our government.
          As for Pam, I am not sure yet. I still do not see how this
will work as long as we still have a corrupted government in 
power.
          This government will not just lay down and walk away just
because there is some type of election stating there is another 
government in place now.

Nick

-----Original Message-----
From: Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com>
To: nickjesson <nickjesson@aol.com>
Sent: Tue, Oct 9, 2018 9:33 am
Subject: Re: NO COMMERCE, NO DRIVER'S LICENSE NEEDED

Hello Nick,

The following link should be familiar.

http://www.gras.me/1936pontiac/1936pontiac/1936pontiac.html

The individual to whom I responded, posts similar types of untruths from time to time.  
This is just one of the times I chose to pass on his distortions.  I expect he is an attorney 
paid to perpetuate the false narrative.

Would you like me to post your response and publish it to the general public?

Have you done anything more with Pam’s invitation?

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Oct 9, 2018, at 8:25 AM, Nick Jesson <nickjesson@aol.com> wrote:
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                        I am not sure about the drivers license but I do know about vehicle
tags and registration of vehicles. I can site the vehicle code section,
260 (A) and 260 (B), plus I have a winning case in court for not having my 
vehicle register.
               Before the above, you must have the REAL title, (MSO) to the vehicle.
If you don't then you might have some issues. 
              The only way to get the MSO is by purchasing the vehicle new. At 
that time you must DEMAND the REAL title, (MSO). If you do not, then the 
real title goes to the capital and you end up with a pink slip and not the 
real title.
              This is how the irs and ftb can steal your vehicle. Once they have 
the vehicle they can just ask for another pink slip from DMV. However, if
you have the real title they could not ever get another copy from anywhere 
but you.
              In 2001 I purchased a new 750 BMW and demanded the MSO and
and it was given to me. A year or so later my wife was driving the vehicle
and was stopped and given a ticket for no plates/registration. 
            When it was time for court I stood up with the California vehicle code
plus the blacks law dictionary. Once I said my piece the Judge stated that
they didn't need my money if I didn't want to register the vehicle!!! Case 
dismissed!!!!
           A few days later I tried to get a copy of the transcript. To no surprise
there was none to be found! The clerk just stated they lost it!
           So as for the drivers license, I am sure that there is some violation 
of our rights by demanding us to have one. The first thing that comes to
mind as with the SSN is to track us. 
          You don't need a license to drive a boat or ride a horse, which both
are ways of transportation. So why would the government demand a drivers
license to drive a boat if not to track us?

Nick
 


